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REFLEXIVE

MODULES

AND

SELF‑INJECTIVE

RINGS

DIMENSION

WITH
TWO

By
Mitsuo Hoshino

Let R

be a left and right noetherian ring and M

i?‑module with Extjj(M, R)=0

for z^l.

version of the generalized Nakayama
[2].

In this note, we ask when

Is then M

a finitely generated left

reflexive?

conjecture posed by Auslander

aim is to show

left and right noetherian ring then injdim/Ji?=injdim./?iJ^2
finitely generated left i?‑module M

(1) M

is reflexive; (2) there is an

modules

with

show

also that if R is a commutative

ring

of dimension

exact

sequence

if and only if for

0‑≫M‑≫Pi‑≫P0 of left R‑
for 2=1, 2.

We

will

noetherian ring then it is a Gorenstein

two if and only if the ring of total quotients of R

is a Gorenstein ring and every finitelygenerated P‑module
=0

with

that if R is a

the following conditions are equivalent:

the Pi projective; and (3) Extfe(M, R)=0

at most

and Reiten

every finitelygenerated left i?‑module M

Ext≪(M, i?)=0 for i=l, 2 is reflexive. Our main

a

This is a stronger

M

with Ext&(M,

R)

for z=l, 2 is reflexive.
In what

i?‑modules.

follows, R
We

stands for a ring with identity,and all modules are unital

denote by (

we denote by s^: M‑+M**

)* both the R‑dual functors, and for a module
the usual evaluation map.

is said to be torsionless if sM is a monomorphism
an isomorphism.
an exact

Also, a module

M

Recall that a module

M
M

and to be reflexiveif sM is

is said to be finitely presented if it admits

sequence P1‑^P0‑>‑M‑>0 with the Pi finitelygenerated and projective.

Note that if R is left noetherian then every

finitely generated

left module

is

finitelypresented.

1.

Preliminaries

In this section, we

prepare

several lemmas

which

we

need

in the next

section.
Lemma
(1)

1.1.

Every

The following are equivalent:

finitelypresented left module M
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with Extfc(M, R)―0

for i―l, 2
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is reflexive.
(2)
=0

For any finitelypresented reflexiveright module N

we have ExtlR(N, R)

for i―＼, 2.

Proof.

Let M

be a left module

with

a

finite presentation Pi―>P0‑>M―>Q

and put N=Cokf*.

Then we have a finitepresentationP%―>Pf‑≫JV‑>0 with

Cok/**=Cok/=M.

Fix these notations. By Auslander [1, Proposition6.3],

KerejfSExtAW
CoksvSExtirM.
(1) =4(2).
and M

R) and Coks^ExtKAT,
R).
Suppose

that N

is reflexive. Thus

(2)=X1).

Suppose

ExtiC/v*.^^=0
Lemma

Is reflexive.

Ext^(iV, R)=Q

ExtUM,

J?)=0

for i=＼. 2. Thus

1.2.

Let R

Proof.
Applying (

R)=0

Take

R) and

for

i

=1,2,

for i"=l, 2.

for i=l, 2.

Then

iV is reflexive, and

is reflexive.
Then

every

with Extj^M, i?)=0 for i=l, 2 is reflexive.
Note

a finite presentation P1‑^Po‑^N*^0

that

of N*.

)*, we get an exact sequence 0―>JV―>P$―>Pfwith the Pf projective.

ExtUN,
Lemma

Ext&M,

Let N be a finitelypresented reflexive right module.

is finitely presented.

Thus

M

Then

be left noetherian. Suppose injdimi?fl^2.

finitelygenerated left module M

N*

R). Similarly,Kers^Extj^M,

R)=0

for i*zl, since injdimi?p^2.

1.3. For a module M, M*

Proof.

Note

Note

that Kers%=(CoksM)*‑

s(Coks^)**.

Lemma

Thus

Applying

(Coke^)**=:0,

Since

this to M*,

is.

L (see e.g. Jans [4]).

Since (sM*)*°￡M**=idM**,if Sm* is an isomorphism,

Coke^^Kere^^CCokejtf)*.
―0, and M*

1.1, we are done.

is reflexiveif and only if M**

firstthat st°eL*=idL* for any module

"Only if" part.
"If" part.

By Lemma

so is eM**.

6,%°eM*=idn*, we

get

we get CokeM**=(CoksM*)*

which implies (Coksjr)*=0.

Hence

Coks^*

is reflexive, since it is torsionless.
1.4.

Let

R

be left and

right noetherian.

The

following

are

equivalent:
(1)

The dual of a finitelygenerated left module is reflexive.

(2)

The dual of a finitelygenerated right module is reflexive.

Proof.

(1) =} (2). Let N be a finitelygenerated right module.

is finitelygenerated, iV** is reflexive. Thus, by Lemma
(2) =)(1).

Similarly.

1.3, N*

Since iV*
is reflexive.

Reflexive modules

2. Main

and rings with self‑injectivedimension
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two

results

To begin with, we
Proposition

2.1.

deal with the case of R
Let

R

be commutative

being commutative.
and

noetherian.

Then

R

is a

Gorenstein ring of dimension at most two if and only if the ring of total quoti‑
ents of R

is a

Gorenstein ring

Extjj(M, R)=Q
Proof.

and

every finitely generated

module

M

with

for i=l, 2 is reflexive.
"Only if" part. The

former

assertion is well known

Bass [3]). The latter assertion follows from
"If" part. Let M

Lemma

(see e.g.

1.2.

be a module

with a finitepresentation Px―>P0‑^M―>0 and

Ker/^iV*.

By Bass [3, Proposition 6.1], N* is reflexive.

put AT‑Cok/*.

Then

Thus, by Lemma

1.1, we get ExtUM,

R)=*ExtUN*.

R)=0.

Hence injdim2?i?^2.

In order to prove the main theorem, we need one more auxiliaryresult.
Proposition 2.2. Let R be left and right noetherian. Suppose injdimfli?
5^2.

Then ＼n]d＼mRR='m]d＼mRR if and only if every finitelyg eneratedleft

module M with Extj?(M,R)=0
Proof.

for i=l, 2 is reflexive.

"Only if" part. By Lemma

"If" part. We

claim injdim/?B^2.

presentation P1‑^P0‑*N‑>0

and put M=Cok/*.

sequence 0‑≫iV*‑^P?‑>P＼‑>M‑*0
Ext*￡2(M, R)=Q

1.2.
Let N

for z'2>l,and

1.1 we have

Ext)e(M*, i?)=0.

ExtA(M*,

Applying (

with the Pf

R)=0.

Therefore injdimi?s^2,

Lemma

Hence

Ext&N*,

R)=

the dual of a finitely

1.4 M*

Since Ker/sM*,

with a finite

)*,we get an exact

projective. Thus

iV* is reflexive.

generated right module is reflexive, and by
Lemma

be a right module

is reflexive.

By

we get ExtsR(N, i?)s

and by Zaks [5, Lemma

A], we

are

done.

We are now in a positionto prove the main theorem.
Theorem

2.3.

inj dimi?/j^2

Let

R

be left and

right noetherian.

Then

// and only if for a finitelygenerated left module M

inj dim^i? ―
the following

are equivalent:
(1)

M

(2)

There is an exact sequence 0―>M―^Pj―>P0with the Pi projective.

is reflexive.

(3)

ExtKM,

R)=0

for i=i, 2.
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Proof.

"Only if" part. By

Proposition 2.2, (3)=H1).

implies (2)=}(3). Finally, by applying (

Also

injdim^i?^2

)* to a finitepresentation of M*,

we

get (1H(2).
"If" part.

Since (2)=X3), we get injdimfl/?^2.

Thus,

by

Proposition 2.2,

(3)=K1) implies injdimpJ?=injdimi?p^2.
We

end with making

Remark.

the following

In Proposition 2.1, the condition that the ring of total quotients

of R is a Gorenstein ring is really needed.
k is a field. Then
module

M

with

Let R=k＼̲x, y

]/(xz,
xy, y2), where

R is not a Gorenstein ring, whereas every finitelygenerated
Ext&(M, i?)=0

for i=l, 2 is free and thus reflexive. On the

other hand, by a slight modification of Lemma

1.1, one can

easily verify that

if R is right noetherian then injdimi?fi^l if and only if every finitely presented
left module

M

with Extj?(M, R)=0

is torsionless.
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